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Many people know full suspension creates a smoother ride, 
but an efficient suspension system can keep a rider moving 
faster.  At Felt, we’ve developed  our own proprietary sus-
pension platforms, each unique in what they do and offer: 
FAST™    and Equilink™.

L to R : FAST™ & Equilink™
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While climbing, a full-suspension bike 
will provide more traction than a hardtail. 
With more traction comes efficiency, and 
an increase in efficiency results in faster, 
easier climbing.  Even the steepest, most 
technical of trails are easier to climb with 
a full-suspension bike.

When it comes to traction, the benefits of 
a full-suspension bike are well-document-
ed.  A properly tuned full-suspension bike 
will help a rider enter a turn or an off-
camber section of trail with more control.  
Ultimately, this will result in more speed 
on the trail.

While offering traction throughout the 
trail, the most noticable benefit of suspen-
sion is its bump-absorption. When the 
rider reaches a technical descent,  rear 
suspension will keep him or her moving 
and less fatigued as it absorbs bumps and 
hits from rocks, roots or other obstacles. 

What suspension does for you

cliMb control DescenD

Why design our own platform?

Many companies use existing suspension platforms which are simply incorporated 
into a predetermined main frame.  The problem with this is that while the suspension 
may work in theory, it’s not necessarily optimized for that particular frame. The only 
way to design superior bikes is to start from the ground up and design every aspect 
of the bike, including its suspension platform.

We design our own suspension and frame in 
tandem with the single objective of delivering 
the best possible ride for any particular set of 
conditions or riding circumstances.  With this in-
concert approach we are able to fine-tune our 
bikes and suspension to achieve a truly extraor-
dinary ride for elite athletes and recreational 
riders alike. 
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FAST™

FAST™ vs. Equilink™

FAST™ was developed by Felt to be a highly efficient Cross 
Country (XC) platform.  It’s extremely light and efficient, and 
delivers more than is asked in any XC application including 
pro races and weekend rides with friends!  Tough, efficient and 
crisp. FAST™

Different suspension for different situations:  

Equilink™ is used by Felt on its trail and all-mountain bikes.  
Developed to have strong pedaling characteristics while 
simultaneously keeping the shock completely active, Equilink™ 
is the perfect trail suspension platform for an all-day adventure 
or aggressive trail ride.  Equilink™ suspension makes for quick 
climbs and faster descents.  Plush, confident and versatile.  
Equilink™. 

EFFICIENCY

An efficient suspension design is one that 
not only transfers all of your pedal power 
into forward momentum, but also one 
that helps maintain momentum.  To reap 
all of the benefits of riding a suspension 
bike, the bike needs to surge forward 
every time you put the power down, and 
also remain active so it can smooth the 
ride.  If a system uses lockouts or over-
damped shocks to gain an advantage in 
pedal efficiency, the momentum saving 
features of riding a suspension bike are 
compromised.  With Equilink™, there are 
not compromises.
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XC CHASSIS DESIGN CHALLENGE 

Before developing a world-class bike, Felt studied the shortcom-
ings of existing cross country bikes and identified the most com-
mon complaints and requests of the competitive XC rider.

WEIGHT

Competitive XC riders need to conserve energy and 
every second counts.  Carrying around extra weight 
can cost precious seconds in a race situation, and 
expends energy reserves that can be been used to 
go the extra distance in any ride or race.

BOB & SQUAT

Tendencies known as “bob” and “squat” are both 
unwanted suspension movement.  Squat is initiated 
by drive train forces trying to compress the suspen-
sion, where “bob” can be a result of too much or 
too little “anti-squat” or  just from the rider bouncing 
and moving around on top of the bike.

COMPLEXITY

Failure on a race course or on a ride is never ac-
ceptable.  With the amount of conditioning competi-
tive XC riders put themselves through, it’s important 
for a bike to keep its composure as long as the rider 
can.  Eliminating complicated or extraneous moving 
parts and keeping things simple is the best way to 
ensure there is no mechanical let down. 

FELT ACTIVE STAY TECHNOLOGY 
(FAST™) 

XC riders are faced with racing through 
climbs, decents, and a wide array of 
undulating terrain.  They need a single 
weapon that will take them from start to 
finish as quickly as possible, regardless 
of rough and technical conditions.  To 
be successful in any XC competition, the 
rider needs a bike that employs a well 
thought-out suspension design-one that 
caters to the specifics of the XC rider di-
rectly. Whether with other racers waiting 
for the starter’s pistol at a World Cup, or 
trying to best your personal record, the 
equipment expectation is the identical.

Felt Active Stay Technology (FAST™) is 
Felt’s response to riders who demanded 
a light-weight, efficient and low mainte-
nance suspension system.  FAST™ 
was developed for the rider looking for 
a quick, trail-ready XC bike. 
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SIMPLICITY

FAST™ uses carbon fiber’s long life and resistance to per-
manant deformation to its advantage. This allowed Felt to 
eliminate a lot of complication in the form of a mechanical 
dropout pivot, with bearings, axles and fasteners.  FAST™ 
also employs Felt’s knowledge of carbon structure and prop-
erties so a bike with desirable pedaling and suspension 
characteristics could be designed with a shock that doesn’t 
use over-complicated or finicky internals. 

The toughness and simplicity of the FAST™ system instills 
confidence in the rider through the peace of mind that Edict 
won’t fail when it matters most.

LIGHT WEIGHT

FAST™’s use of optimized carbon fiber and a minimal amount 
of mechanical pivots is what keeps the one-piece rear triangle 
incredibly light, yet stiff.  The links and hardware weigh in at a 
scant 125 grams (EDICT LTD with Ti hardware)!   Every com-
ponent of the FAST™ equipped Edict uses the best material for 
each part’s application.  The inherent low weight of this system 
lends itself perfectly to the Edict’s competitive XC platform.

FEATURES & BENEFITSTECHNOLOGY

FAST™ is Felt’s proprietary short travel XC suspension de-
sign.  It’s an acronym for “Felt Active Stay Technology” and 
it centers around a specially tuned single pivot design that 
uses Felt’s immense knowledge of carbon fiber and our vast 
racing heritage to make the “FAST™”est XC bike in the 
world.  

The 100mm (4”) of travel needed in a competitive XC bike 
allows the use of a simpler design that can be specifically 
tailored to this style of rider, the highlights of which are the 
features of the carbon fiber material.  It is a strong blend of 
customized rear triangle flex, controlled through carefully 
developed carbon fiber lay-ups, and huge input and testing 
from top level XC racers and riders.
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HOW IT WORKS

neutrAl eXtenDeDcoMpresseD

Neutral: The stays on a FAST™ equipped 
suspension bike remain in their neutral 
state while under the rider’s weight with 
a properly tuned shock-sag of 25%.  The 
carbon is not being stressed in any di-
rection and is ready to combat any un-
wanted suspension activity during both 
shock extension and compression.

Compressed:  When there is no rider on 
the bike or when the rear wheel comes 
off the ground, and the suspension is 
fully extended, the flexible carbon fiber 
stays are actually being ‘pulled’ closer 
together.  This is part of the FAST™ func-
tion.  The stays do the opposite action 
the rear shock does.  Shock extends, 
stays compress.

Extended:  When the shock is completely 
bottomed out, the flexible carbon fiber 
stays are actually being pushed farther 
apart.  When the shock is compressed, 
the stays are extended.  The space be-
tween the chain stays and seat stays in-
creases slightly. 

ANTI-BOB & ANTI-SQUAT

FAST™ uses flex by design.  Rear stays act 
as a leaf spring to aid the rear shock and 
help combat both chain torque induced 
“squat” and rider-induced “bob”.  By 
optimizing the pivot point for maximum 
pedal efficiency and the appropriate axle 
path, we started with an already strong, 
simple, effective short travel suspension 
design. 

We then use the carbon fiber rear triangle 
to add the slightest amount of support to 
the spring to keep the suspension stable 
at the recommended “sag” setting.  Sim-
ply put, the rear triangle is designed to be 
neutral, or relaxed, when the bike has the 
rider on it.  

In order to allow the suspension to com-
press or extend away from that relaxed 
‘sag’ position, a slight amount of resis-
tance is built into the rear triangle.  There 
is just enough resistance to help cancel 
out unwanted suspension movement, but 
not so much that bump compliance is 
compromised. 

Let’s look at the rear triangle in different stages of travel.....
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FAST™ has been designed so that the rear triangle is in a “neu-
tral” position under the rider’s weight.  The advantage here 
comes back to efficiency.  This helps keep the rear suspension 
in the optimal position for efficient pedaling and suitable XC 
geometry.

Setting your suspension to the recommended “sag” is the first 
step to getting any suspension properly dialed for you and your 
riding style.  Felt recommends adjusting your shock’s pressure 
so that approximately 25% sag is achieved.  For a standard 
“roll-over” test, this means the O-ring should end up somewhere 
around 9-11 mm away from the seal.  

This shock setting keeps the rear triangle in its relaxed position 
when the rider is on the bike as well as take full advantage of 
the shock’s air spring curve and custom damping rates for this 
system.

By manipulating the flexibility of the rear triangle and optimal 
pivot placement we get crisp acceleration and supple active 
suspension movement. 

TUNING & SETUP

OPTIMIZATOIN:

9-11 mm range

O-ring

MATERIAL

Felt has been using flexible carbon fiber stays in suspension 
bikes since the first Virtue model in 2007.  Formula 1 cars use 
carbon fiber springs because of the material’s low weight and 
high resistance to deformation.  Corvettes™ have used a similar 
material composition for their leaf springs since 1980, which is 
a testament to the material’s longevity in a similar application to 
the FAST™ system.

Through specific carbon fiber layering and orientation, Felt’s suspension engineers were able to create a system compliant enough 
to tackle the most technical XC courses, yet stiff to keep up pedal efficiency.

So, in short, Felt decided on carbon fiber for its elastic and 
damping properties, which is why the FAST™ system pedals bet-
ter than any other more complicated suspension platform. 

Because of the stiffness to weight ratio, carbon fiber is often 
mistaken as a fragile material-it’s not.

Layered carbon fiber plies
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FAST™ APPLIED

Debuting in 2011, FAST™ made the Edict an ideal off 
road racing machine. FAST™ suspension gives the rider a 
competitive edge unlike any other and has already proven 
itself, capturing the U23 XC World Championship in its 
first year of production. With the natural properties that 
carbon fiber possess, and years of testing and engineer-

ing, Felt has created a system that is lighter, more efficient, 
and less-maintenance intensive than other suspension plat-
forms. With the FAST™ platform, XC riders and racers now 
have what they need to take rides and competitions to the 
next level.

FAST™ offers 100mm of completely 
active travel.  It does not use chain 
tension to firm up the suspension and 
does not use any over-damped shocks 
to achieve its lightning quick roll out.  

Remember, Felt has designed its sus-
pension systems each with respective 
frames, offering the best bike for your 
needs.

This means that every bump you roll over only needs to lift the weight of the rear 
end (rear wheel, cassette, rotor, rear triangle etc…).  If we assume that the rear end 
weighs about 2.5 Kg, only about 2.5 Kg has to be moved as opposed to the weight 
of the rider and bike combined, which is often nearly about 35 times heavier.  Think 
of it as “sprung mass” vs.. “unsprung mass”.  This helps conserve the energy propel-
ling you forward (aka – momentum) and that means you need to spend less energy 
accelerating after every bump.

EFFICIENCY
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Equilink™ first debuted in 2007 as the first suspension plat-
form which fully addressed the negative affects of pedal-bob 
and brake-jack by virtue of a very clever proprietary design. 
Since that time Equlink bikes have won numerous editorial 
and media accolades including Outside Magazine’s Gear of 
the Year.

Equilink™ was designed to tackle every sort of obstacle the 
trail throws at it while simultaneously holding efficient pedal-
ing characteristics. This makes any bike designed around the 
Equilink™ platform as fun to climb hills with as it is to bomb 
the most technical of descents. 

EQUILINK™ SUSPENSION PLATFORM

With Equilink™, Felt has designed a 
suspension platform that is as supple 

as it is efficient.

EQUILINK ™
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SO, WHT IS EQUILINK?™

The magic in Equilink™ lies in a system that separates drivetrain 
forces from suspension action.  This means the shock is allowed 
to remain completely active while delivering extreme pedal ef-
ficiency.  An Equilink™ equipped bike is extremely efficient as a 
result of the suspension and drivetrain’s independence of each 
other.

With input from a team of designers and engineers, Equilink™ 
was developed to be the ideal suspension platform available for 
versatile mountain use.  To do this, Equilink™ had to be reliable, 
durable, and efficient while providing uninhibited suspension 
action.  Athletes are able to reach and extend their physical 
potential thanks to the effectiveness of Equilink™. 

Mountain suspension design challenges

With suspension and pedaling forces be-
ing isolated, neither the rear shock nor 
the drivetrain are affected by one an-
other.  This means that the rear wheel 
remains planted on the trail, resulting 
in every pedal stroke being counted to-
wards moving forward.  No more pedal 
pausing over stutter bumps or technical 
terrain. 

PEDAL EFFICIENCY

With every revision of Equilink™, reli-
ability and durability has been increased.  
The hardware that holds the system to-
gether has been greatly improved since 
Equilink™’s first generation.  Felt’s suspen-
sion engineers are constantly testing and 
improving upon the system to make sure 
that Equilink™ is up to the rigors of every-
day riding. 

RELIABILITY & DURABILITY

“Bob” and “squat” are both unwanted 
suspension movement.  Squat is initiat-
ed by drive train forces trying  to  com-
press the suspension, where “bob” can 
be a result of too much or too little “an-
ti-squat” or just from the rider bouncing 
and moving around on top of the bike.

When other companies’ suspension
systems rely on chain tension to combat
bob, squat and pedal kickback, Felt’s Equi-
link™ does the job in a smart, simple way.  
By incorporating the Equilink™, we ensure 
both upper and lower links move in unison, 
achieving an isolated, active suspension.

BOB & SQUAT
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Equilink™ gets its name from the dog bone shaped bar 
that ties the upper and lower links together.  This connec-

tion between upper and lower links separates the opposing 
drivetrain and suspension action providing an ‘equalized’ 

ride.
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Equilink™
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ANTI-BOB & ANTI-SQUAT

Squat occurs when your body weight shifts back due to the natu-
ral forces that come with acceleration.  This action can result in 
a waste of wattage or potential energy.

By tweaking the anchor points of the upper and lower links, Felt’s 
engineers achieved a system that tugs slightly harder on the up-
per links (blue) than the lower ones (gray).  This ‘tug’ negates 
the squat and bob by cancelling out the chain-induced torque.

One more factor the Felt engineers took into account while de-
signing Equilink™ is braking.  The forces from braking cause  
both  jack  and  squat. Equilink™ is unaffected by braking forces.

SIMPLICITY

Through a strategically placed pivot on an alloy rear triangle, 
or a specifically tuned carbon rear triangle, Felt Engineers were 
able to create a system that is as low maintenance and simple 
as it is unique. 

Equilink™-equipped bikes that feature an aluminum rear tri-
angle are allowed to act similar to the carbon fiber version by 
including a pivot above the dropouts.   

ISOLATION

Forces created by pedaling will engage the rear suspension and
create bob or squat.   Under power, chain tension tries to pull 
the lower link down while the upper links want to pivot up. Since 
these two links are connected, the opposing forces cancel each 
other out.  This means that while the bike is being pedaled, the 
suspension is left completely free to absorb impact.

MORE TRAVEL

Equilink™ was designed to provide perfect pedaling 
characteristics in a well-rounded trail or all mountain platform, 
creating the most efficient ride available.

Bikes designed around the Equilink™ pedal as well as a cross 
country race bike, yet have more travel. The different design is 
a bit more robust and thus slightly heavier than FAST™.  Weight 
however was removed without compromising performance.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Upper Links

Equilink™

Lower link

Seat Tube
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PEDAL KICKBACK

Sometimes larger impacts on the trail will do 
some wild things.  One example of this is ‘pedal 
kickback’.  This is caused by a ‘lengthening’ of 
the distance between chain ring and the rear 
cog.  Since the length of chain running above 
the chain stay can’t stretch to accommodate this 
growth in length, the pedals want to push back 
against the rider’s foot.  Essentially, the sus-
pension and cranks are having a ‘tug-of-war’, 
where the chain is the rope.  This resistance 
prevents the rider from pedaling forward, thus 
producing a ‘kickback’.

By striking a calculated balance between rear-
ward and upward axle travel path, Felt’s engi-
neers have designed Equilink™ to reduce nega-
tive effects of chain growth and minimize pedal 
kickback.

OPTIMIZATION

axle Path

Equilink™’s efficiency comes from its ability to combat both 
pedal-induced bob and other suspension movement in an 
isolated manner.  Highlighted below are two areas within the 
system-each designed to solve one problem.  Together they 
make up the Equilink™ suspension platform.

PEDAL-INDUCED BOB

The frontal four bar assembly is responsible for negating ped-
al-induced torque and chain growth, which ultimately leads  
to ‘bob’ and kickback.  This addresses both kinds of
torque, each which have unique, negative effects.

SUSPENSION

The rear four bar assembly is free to do just one job: allowing 
the bike to maintain unfettered forward motion .  By moving 
the rear wheel over rough terrain easily and by keeping it 
in contact with the dirt via compression and rebound, your 
speed, control, and efficiency is dramatically increased. 

HOW IT WORKS
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EQUILINK™ APPLIED

Felt’s Equilink™ suspension system was first designed with 
versatility in mind.  Wanting only to design and develop the 
best bikes in the world, Felt quickly identified efficiency as an 
area with potential to explore.  After research, collaboration, 

discussion, design, revisions and testing, Equilink™ was born 
and it lives on all of Felt’s trail and all-mountain bikes.  Equil-
ink™ has stood the tests of time and has improved every year 
since its inception. 

SWEET SPOT?

Since there is no single sweet spot or preferred setting when it 
comes to using Equilink™, pedal performance is not affected by 
different shock settings-feel free to dial in a softer or firmer feel 
without worry! 

Unlike other suspension platforms, 
Equilink™ holds its pedaling ef-
ficiency in any gear ratio.  This 
means an Equilink™ equipped 
bike will pedal with precision in 
the big ring, granny gear or any 
other cogs in a rear cassette. 


